
Chapter 7

EXPLORING AND USING THE MOON

The 1979 Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies,1 generally known as the Moon Treaty, arose out of an interac-
tion complicated by the pursuit of different goals by two main groups of partic-
ipants. The superpowers wanted to establish binding rules on the conduct of
expeditions to and the establishment of stations on the Moon to reinforce their
earlier decision to keep the Moon and distant space out of their cold war com-
petition. Governments of developing countries used the negotiations as an
opportunity to promote the part of their program for establishing a New Inter-
national Economic Order intended to substitute multilateral resource manage-
ment for the traditional open access rules in global common areas. While all
governments supported the superpowers’ conflict-avoidance goal, the Group of
77’s resource regime proposal inspired sharp controversy. The Group of 77 was
able to secure agreement to designate the Moon and other celestial bodies as
“common heritage of mankind,” but establishment of a multilateral resource
management organization and elaboration of rules for resource-related activity
were deferred until the future moment when resource exploitation became
imminent. Even this was more than the superpowers and some other industrial
states were willing to concede, an attitude they have maintained by refusing to
become parties to the Moon Treaty.

The concentration of capacity to carry out lunar exploration in govern-
ments opposing the multilateral resource management regime provides a simple
explanation of the outcome. Yet it is impossible to understand how the Group of
77 got as far as it did without paying attention to the influence of situation defi-
nitions and other cognitive processes in the negotiations. Individually and collec-
tively members of the Group of 77 lacked the capability to impose an
international regime on their own or coerce other governments into accepting
one. Nor was it able to establish issue-linkages that would permit quid pro quo
bargaining. The Group of 77 had to rely on arguments that adopting their pro-
posed model of resource management in common areas would be superior to the
nonregime status quo that implied continuing to use traditional open access rules.
These arguments were not enough to dissolve opposition, or even to get agree-
ment on the details of multilateral resource management. Yet including the
“common heritage” designation in the Moon Treaty has continued to influence
discussions of resource exploitation on the Moon and other solid bodies in the
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solar system by providing an element of partly shared discourse that can be
invoked to align attitudes and build coalitions. 

Negotiation of the Moon Treaty went through three phases. In 1970–72,
negotiators focused on ensuring that lunar activity did not upset prior under-
standings or erode the nonmilitarization of celestial bodies. In 1973–77, they
came close to stalemate on three issues—the area of application of the treaty, the
amount and timing of reports on activity to be submitted by states engaged in or
sponsoring exploration of celestial bodies, and resource exploitation. Finally, in
1978–79 they worked out thin compromises that yielded a framework treaty by
putting off resolution of many questions.2

APPRECIATING THE SITUATION
Even with rapid acceptance of the Outer Space Treaty, which was ratified by
forty-seven states by the end of 1968 and fifty-seven by the end of 1969,3 many
governments agreed with the superpowers that the competitive potential of the
“race to the Moon” provided sufficient reason to adopt an additional treaty that
would specify further rules for lunar activity. Though the outcome of the initial
race was settled when American astronauts landed on the Moon in July 1969,
most observers expected that additional lunar landings by both superpowers
would follow, and that landings on asteroids and Mars would follow within a few
years. Extended discussion of the Moon Treaty began in the spring of 1972,
though Argentina and the USSR had submitted proposed treaty texts in 1970 and
1971 respectively.4 The course of negotiations reflected different governments’
reliance on two distinct sources of analogy: the same Antarctic inspirations guid-
ing negotiation of parts of the Outer Space Treaty, and a revised oceans analogy
drawing on discussions about deep seabed mining that had already begun in the
UN General Assembly and would continue in the Third UN Conference on the
Law of the Sea between 1973 and 1982.

The American and Soviet governments drew inspiration from the same
Antarctic analogies that had helped shape the Outer Space Treaty provisions on
nonappropriation of, open access to, and nonmilitarization of celestial bodies.
This was most obvious in the almost word-for-word copying of several Antarctic
treaty provisions in the Moon draft submitted to the Legal Subcommittee’s work-
ing group by U.S. delegates in April 19725 and in the negotiating text prepared at
the end of that session by the working group’s chairman.6 In both drafts the pro-
hibition of military activity is accompanied by an Antarctic Treaty-like proviso
that military personnel and equipment can be used in pursuit of peaceful activity.7

Several portions of the U.S. draft establishing freedom of scientific research, pro-
vision of information about planned expeditions, exchanging personnel between
stations or expeditions, wide dissemination of scientific data, and cooperation
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with relevant intergovernmental organizations copied Article III of the Antarctic
Treaty; provisions regarding mutual inspection of stations or expeditions copied
Article VII. The U.S. proposal to allow designation of certain lunar sites as sci-
entific reserves was modeled on the Antarctic system of designating sites of spe-
cial scientific interest derived from the 1964 Agreed Measures on the Protection
of Antarctic Flora and Fauna.8

Third World governments accepted Antarctic analogies as far as they went,
but wanted to supply something the Antarctic Treaty and related agreements
lacked: explicit rules regarding resource exploitation. This clear absence of rele-
vant similarities in the Antarctic source domain encouraged searching for another
source, which the Group of 77 found in the deep seabed discussions. This move
not only added a new issue to the negotiations; it also injected a source of major
contention between the broad coalitions of “South” and “North” already visible
in the rest of the New International Economic Order debates. As developed by
the Group of 77, the NIEO was a two-pronged effort to increase developing state
influence over the direction of the international economy. The first involved
gaining greater control over economic activity occurring in areas within national
jurisdiction by asserting the principle of “permanent sovereignty over natural
resources and wealth” and the subordination of multinational firms to the gov-
ernments of states where they conduct business. The other involved increasing
developing state influence over economic activity in global common areas by
establishing controlled access resource regimes managed through an intergovern-
mental organization operating under a one state-one vote majority rule. In such a
regime, the numerous Third World states would be able to control decision
making as long as their coalition held together. Concerted efforts to secure adop-
tion of this new concept for resource management in common areas had begun in
1967 when the Maltese government used the phrase “common heritage of
mankind” in its proposal to confide management of the exploitation of minerals
on or beneath the deep seabed to a United Nations agency.9

Efforts to extend this innovation to the Moon met with greater superpower
and industrial state objection than the roughly contemporaneous effort to extend
it to the deep seabed. Though the superpowers never publicly elaborated their
visions of a lunar resource exploitation regime in any detail, contemporaneous
commentators concluded from their consensus on launching state control over
lunar stations expressed in Articles 8 and 9 of the Moon Treaty, their reiteration
of Outer Space Treaty rules regarding national control over activities carried out
by “nongovernmental entities” in Article 14, and certain phrases regarding prop-
erty rights inserted into Article 11 at their behest that they wanted to maintain an
open access regime akin to the rules then prevailing in high seas fisheries. Open
access allowed fishermen of any nationality to take their boats into the common
area at will, pursue the fish swimming there, and become owners of the fish they
succeed in catching.10
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However, a fisheries-style open access regime protecting property rights in
captured resources would not fully satisfy miners, who need secure tenancy of
resource extraction sites as well as ownership of what they extract. Though the
superpowers and the other governments parties to the Antarctic Treaty did begin
to explore ways of combining secure site tenancy with treating an area as res
communis in 1975, they did not elaborate a complete draft regime until 1988, too
late to have any effect on the Moon Treaty negotiations.11 Thus, the only well-
understood models for mining regimes were the national control prevailing on
land or the continental margin, and the international control proposed for the
deep seabed. The Moon Treaty negotiations therefore pitted advocates of a hier-
archical regime in which a multilateral agency controls access and either under-
takes all resource exploitation itself or licenses others to do it against advocates
of decentralized cooperation offering no clear institutional scheme.

The closeness in timing means that the seabed and celestial bodies negoti-
ations were parallel efforts to advance a new concept. At the level of detail, how-
ever, it is reasonable to view the moon negotiations as involving analogical
transfer from the deep seabed negotiations for two reasons. First, the seabed
negotiations were already addressing fairly detailed proposals for institutional-
ization of the common heritage principle when the Moon Treaty discussions
began. Second, happiness or unhappiness with the state of the seabed negotia-
tions strongly affected governments’ positions in the Moon negotiations.

PROVIDING REASSURANCE
Though negotiation of the Moon Treaty began in spring 1972, the first elements
of reassurance had been established in the Outer Space Treaty provisions settling
the basic locational classification of celestial bodies and excluding them from
East-West military competition through nonmilitarization.12 Prior settlement of
key points in the Outer Space Treaty and consensus on the usefulness of Antarc-
tic analogies in dealing with practical questions about the conduct of scientific
expeditions and the operation of stations permitted rapid agreement on the reas-
surance provisions of the Moon Treaty. Discussions in a Legal Subcommittee
working group and in the whole Outer Space Committee allowed the commit-
tee’s Austrian chairman to produce a draft text consisting of a preamble and 21
articles13 that gained widespread support.14

Military activity did not become a major issue in these negotiations for two
reasons. First, the Moon Treaty discussions were completed before concern about
new military uses of near earth space rose after 1978. Second, the Moon and
celestial bodies remained strategically insignificant, making it easy for all gov-
ernments to agree on continuing the nonmilitarization regime already established
in the Outer Space Treaty. The only significant difference between the 1972
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“chairman’s draft” and the final Moon Treaty text on military concerns was addi-
tion of the phrase “and other celestial bodies” after the word “moon.” The sub-
stantive provisions of article 3 stated that the Moon shall be used “exclusively for
peaceful purposes,” and reaffirmed the ban on placing nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass construction on celestial bodies. Article 3 also reaffirmed the
Outer Space Treaty prohibition on establishing military facilities, performing
weapons tests, or conducting military maneuvers. Even the system for mutual
inspection of installations had been foreshadowed in the Outer Space Treaty,
though the portion of the chairman’s draft that became Article 15 of the Moon
Treaty opened the system to wider participation by dropping the stipulation that
inspection be on the basis of reciprocity.

Article 2 of the chairman’s draft went beyond the Outer Space Treaty in
two respects. First, it explicitly banned using expeditions or facilities on celestial
bodies to threaten or use force against Earth, spacecraft, or other space objects.
This provision raised no opposition: it was regarded as stating the full implica-
tions of the nonmilitarization regime and reflected a shared superpower percep-
tion that the Moon was not a particularly good base for efforts to intimidate
anyone elsewhere.15 Second, it proposed prohibiting not only threats or use of
force, but also “any other hostile act or threat of hostile act.” Divergent interpre-
tations of this phrase inspired enough controversy for some governments to make
interpretive statements. British delegates commented that the phrasing appeared
to reflect the ongoing Third World effort to ban forms of coercion, such as trade
embargoes or suspensions of economic aid, that did not involve use of armed
force, and insisted that their government would accept the provision only on the
understanding that it applies on celestial bodies but not on Earth.16 U.S. delegates
objected that the formulation was likely to erode the right of self-defense.17

French and West German delegates stated their governments’ views that the pro-
vision did nothing beyond reaffirm the rules of United Nations Charter,18 which
both governments interpreted as addressing only threats or use of armed force.

Article 1, paragraph 1(b) of the chairman’s draft included a more signifi-
cant change from the Outer Space Treaty. It specified that “the phrase ‘the Moon
and other celestial bodies’ includes orbits around and other trajectories to or
around celestial bodies.” This change was significant, because it could be under-
stood as extending nonmilitarization from celestial bodies into areas of distant
space, a point left unclear in the Outer Space Treaty.19 Though supporting non-
militarization of distant space, the superpowers and others were concerned that
advocates of demilitarization in near earth space might interpret the phrase “tra-
jectories to or around” expansively to include trajectories between Earth and
points in Earth orbit. This disagreement was resolved only in 1979, through
adoption of an interpretive “understanding” that the provision does not cover
“the trajectories and orbits of space objects in Earth orbits only and trajectories
of space objects between Earth and such orbits.”20
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The second controversial point in reassurance, defining the physical areas
to which the Moon Treaty applies, was not fully settled until 1978–79. The
Soviet bloc, with some other support21 had been holding out for restricting appli-
cation to the Moon,22 particularly after the resource issue was added to the nego-
tiations. The Soviets regarded asteroids and meteorites as very distinct from the
larger celestial bodies in regular orbit around the sun, and did not want to see
them included within the lunar resource regime. It eventually accepted a com-
promise formulation of Article 1, paragraph 1, stipulating that the treaty would
apply to “other celestial bodies within the solar system, other than the Earth,
except in so far as specific legal norms enter into force with respect to any of
these celestial bodies.” The impact of this qualification, which would allow
development of different resource regimes elsewhere, may have been eroded in
the 1979 Outer Space Committee “understanding” that the common heritage
principle applies to the other celestial bodies.23 However, it is not clear that this
statement will have much impact on exploitation of asteroids and meteorites.24

None of the three understandings attached to the Moon Treaty in 1979 have been
given much publicity; they are not printed with the Moon Treaty in official or
unofficial compilations, and they are usually ignored in lawyers’ commentaries.25

Some Third World commentators have insisted that the common heritage princi-
ple does apply to asteroids and meteorites,26 though the practical consequences
of that extension would depend on the nature of the resource management rules
regarded as consonant with the common heritage principle.

Arguments about a third element of reassurance, how much information
government should provide before sending expeditions to the Moon were settled
more to the satisfaction of space powers reluctant to give out much information
than to nonspace powers seeking information. Delegates hoping to include strong
obligations of prior notification were frustrated; the best they could get was the
Article 5 provision requiring that information be released “as soon as possible”
after launch and updated every thirty days when a mission lasts longer than sixty
days. Governments establishing stations on the Moon are obligated under Article
9 to report their establishment and purposes “immediately” and then submit
annual updates indicating whether the station is still in use and specifying any
change in the purposes it is serving. Most of the obligations regarding information
did not go beyond those already contained in the registration agreement since the
terms “as soon as possible after launching” and “upon completion of the mission”
are not clearly defined. Only the rules regarding long missions and station opera-
tion approach the specificity desired by advocates of greater information sharing.

CONTENDING OVER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The disagreement about resource management continued until 1979 partly
because of the depth of contention over designating celestial bodies as “common
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heritage of mankind” and partly because even advocates of that designation
wanted to see what resource management institutions would be adopted for the
deep seabed at the concurrent Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS III). This was revealed in early Third World drafts for the Moon
Treaty, none of which specified a particular organizational structure for the
resources regime.27 The Group of 77 went into UNCLOS III with resource
regime proposals to establish a new intergovernmental organization, the Interna-
tional Seabed Authority, as the sole exploiter of deep seabed resources and to
concentrate authority to formulate basic ISA policies in an assembly of all
member states operating under a one state-one vote, simple majority rule. As the
depth of industrial state opposition to this scheme became clear at UNCLOS III,
the Group of 77 retreated on two points. First, it accepted a “parallel system”
under which half the exploitation would be carried out by the ISA-owned Enter-
prise, and the other half by state-owned and private firms licensed by the Author-
ity. It also accepted decision rules stipulating that major decisions would require
assent by a two-thirds or three-quarters majority which would keep the Group of
77 from dominating all decision making by itself.28 These features were included
in the organizational structures defined in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention
and further refined in the 1994 Agreement on Implementation of Part XI.29

Though the Group of 77 thought that the question was “how,” not
“whether,” to apply the common heritage principle and establish a management
regime controlling access, industrial states began with “whether,” as revealed by
the fact the words “common heritage of mankind” appeared inside square brack-
ets in article 10 of the 1972 chairman’s draft. None of the industrial states was
enthusiastic about definitions of “common heritage” that entailed establishment
of a UN resource agency to control access; they also opposed giving that agency
a monopoly on resource exploitation. This opposition was expressed in different
ways depending on the position a particular government had taken in the seabed
negotiations or earlier phases of the moon discussions. United States and West-
ern European governments’ resistance labored under a significant initial burden.
They had not raised major objection to General Assembly Resolution 2749 which
first applied the term to the seabed, nor did they request a roll call vote so absten-
tions could be recorded.30 The U.S. government had even included the words
“common heritage” in its 1972 Moon Treaty draft.31 Unable, because of this ear-
lier history, to oppose using the phrase “common heritage,” they adopted the
same fallback position used in the seabed negotiations: insisting that the phrase
means linking an open access resource regime with revenue sharing and technol-
ogy transfers or other means of assisting developing country nationals’ participa-
tion in resource exploitation.32 The Japanese had been far more reserved in the
seabed discussions so could raise more explicit objections in the discussion of
Moon resources. In October 1972, a Japanese delegate argued: “It is economi-
cally and technically very difficult to imagine how to exploit and utilize these
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unknown resources. To stipulate that the resources of the moon are a common
heritage of mankind might be tantamount to introducing a new concept, going
beyond the scope of the Outer Space Treaty. My delegation is inclined to be cau-
tious in the face of a new and not well-defined concept.”33 This theme was
picked up by Soviet bloc delegates, who were still reverting to it during the last
phase of negotiations in 1979.34

However, this line of reasoning provided only a temporary stalling point.
Persuasive opposition to establishing a UN lunar resources agency would require
substantive arguments. Most of these came from the Soviets, who had opposed
adopting the common heritage concept in the seabed negotiations,35 and omitted
it from their own moon proposals.36 They still objected to using the phrase
“common heritage” regardless of how it was interpreted,37 but focused their
severest opposition on vesting control over access to resources in a multilateral
organization.38 They wanted no Moon Treaty equivalent to the 1982 Convention
on the Law of the Sea stipulation that “all rights in the resources of the Area are
vested in mankind as a whole, on whose behalf the [International Seabed]
Authority shall act”39 and raised three main objections. They had their stock
objection, already used in the debate regarding the seabed, that “as a socialist
state, the Soviet Union could not engage in joint ownership under conditions
where the property would be exploited in accordance with principles fundamen-
tally alien to socialism—principles of capitalist management. As can be seen
from United Nations background material on the seabed question, this is what the
imperialist monopolies are aiming at.”40 They also raised their more oblique
objection that “it would be improper to carry over into the sphere of possible reg-
ulation of state activity . . . an unfounded and unscientific division of the world
into developing countries and developed industrial countries without regard to
the socio-political systems involved.”41 In the Moon Treaty negotiations, they
also offered the additional argument that the development of outer space law
should not be shaped by broad analogies with the law of the sea.42 Eastern Euro-
pean governments were equally opposed, but generally content to let the Soviet
Union carry the argument for them.

In 1974 the French suggested breaking the impasse by deferring decision
until later, by considering the Moon Treaty as a transitional regime for initial
phases of exploration and scientific research to be supplemented later with an
explicit resource exploitation regime.43 This idea elicited little response at first,
but was taken up in a May 1976 joint working paper submitted by Argentine,
Brazilian, Indonesian, Mexican, Nigerian, Rumanian, Sierra Leonian, and
Venezuelan delegates. It defined the Moon as part of the common heritage but
deferred fixing the details of the resource regime until resource exploitation
becomes “feasible.”44 The Soviet bloc also supported deferring the issue, sug-
gesting that resource management provisions be the subject of a separate proto-
col to be negotiated later.45
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Securing consensus for a solution designating the Moon as “common her-
itage of mankind” but not specifying the precise resource regime until later
required settling three related questions first. Early in the negotiations India sug-
gested imposing a moratorium on resource activity until the international regime
was established.46 This would have been an outer space parallel to the General
Assembly’s moratorium on deep seabed resource activity, and would serve the
same goal of closing off unilateral action before the multilateral regime was in
place. Though all developing countries wanted the moratorium as an assurance
that industrial states would become parties to the Moon Treaty and participate in
setting up the resource regime,47 strong industrial state opposition prevented
adoption of a formal moratorium. Industrial state governments did not want a
repeat of the seabed moratorium; they also wanted to discourage the Group of 77
from assuming that institutional details worked out in the law of the sea negotia-
tions would be transferred automatically to resource exploitation in other areas
designated as “common heritage.”48

The eight–power working paper of 1976 approached the problem in a dif-
ferent way. Rather than establishing a moratorium, the eight proposed that parties
to the Moon Treaty hold consultations on whether it is now time to establish a
resource regime every ten years.49 This idea was not adopted until 1979 when the
Brazilians offered another concession by adding a proviso that any resource
regime would be developed within the framework of outer space law.50 This
reduced industrial state opposition, though the Soviets did not agree to using the
common heritage designation until the last day of the Outer Space Committee’s
summer 1979 session.51 Remaining arguments about when resources discussions
should resume were resolved by specifying when exploitation “is about to
become feasible,”52 which seemed to suggest an earlier start than implied by the
term “imminent” used in a widely-supported 1978 Austrian draft.53

Overall, the final Moon Treaty resource management provisions are far less
ambitious than those contained in Part XI of the 1982 Convention on the Law of
the Sea. Article 11, paragraph 1 of the Moon Treaty states: “the moon and its nat-
ural resources are the common heritage of mankind, which finds its expression in
the provisions of this Agreement, particularly in paragraph 5 of this article.”
Paragraph 5 only stipulates that “States Parties to this Agreement undertake to
establish an international regime, including appropriate procedures, to govern the
exploitation of the natural resources of the moon as such exploitation is about to
become feasible.” This defers decision indefinitely, but opportunities for raising
the question of whether exploitation is “about to become feasible” are provided
in the Article 18 review conference provision. It specifies that the UN General
Assembly should review the treaty ten years after it enters into force and also
allows one-third of the states parties to request a review conference any time
after the Moon Treaty has been in force for five years. Finally, in strong contrast
to its seabed counterpart, the lunar resource regime would apply only to
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“exploitation” leaving open the possibility of unregulated surveying and
prospecting.54

Other management provisions are also far less tilted toward developing
states than parallel Law of the Sea Convention provisions. Article 4 of the Moon
Treaty requires that “due regard shall be paid to the interests of present and
future generations as well as to the need to promote higher standards of living
and conditions of social and economic progress and development in accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations.” Though referring to development, this
provision omits the special reference to “developing countries” or “the needs of
developing countries” common in other agreements written at the time. The
embryonic provision on dividing the revenues generated by resource exploita-
tion contained in Article 11, paragraph 7, section d specifies “the interests and
needs of the developing countries, as well as the efforts of those countries which
have contributed either directly or indirectly to the exploration of the Moon
shall be given special consideration” while the parallel Law of the Sea Conven-
tion provision specifies “equitable sharing” of revenues “taking into particular
consideration the interests and needs of developing States.”55 Article 11, para-
graph 3 of the Moon Treaty also includes a clause advocated throughout the
negotiations by Soviet delegates,56 specifying that “neither the surface nor the
subsurface of the moon, nor any part thereof or natural resources in place, shall
become property of any state, international intergovernmental or nongovern-
mental organization, national organization or nongovernmental entity or of any
natural person.” Though the paragraph ends with a disclaimer that “the forego-
ing provisions are without prejudice to the international regime referred to in
paragraph 5 of this article,” at least one commentator believes it was intended to
inhibit development of a multilateral management organization by limiting the
property rights it could acquire.57 Inclusion of the words “in place,” an elabora-
tion first included in a 1973 American proposal,58 is more widely interpreted as
preserving the principle that ownership of resources can be acquired by the act
of taking.59 Article 6, paragraph 2 provides that states may take “samples” of
mineral and other resources for scientific analysis and use “mineral and other
substances on the moon in quantities appropriate to the support of their mis-
sions,” a clause at least one commentary reads as a potential opening for
resource exploitation outside the Article 11 rules.60

Third World governments’ acceptance of less-preferred outcomes was
facilitated by several changes in material circumstances. Two involved percep-
tions that lunar resource exploitation was unlikely in the near future. The reori-
entation of space activity to near earth orbits suggested that exploration of the
Moon and other planets would be limited to sending robot probes for some time.
Recalculations of economic feasibility based on a general decline in minerals
prices on global markets also suggested that lunar resource exploitation was at
least decades away. Thus, there would be no immediate material benefits for
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developing states even under a regime designed to maximize their control of
decision making and share in revenues.61 The third involved better understanding
of near term costs. Governments also realized that if, as with the International
Seabed Authority, they had to finance the management organization in the inter-
val between the Moon Treaty entering into force and the inflow of revenue from
resource exploitation, a moon resources regime would impose net costs on the
parties for some considerable time.

The Moon Treaty also keeps alive intra-Group of 77 disagreements about
how to institutionalize resource management. Advocates of a strongly centralized
global resources agency can console themselves with the thought that leaving the
question for another day was the wisest tactical move available at the time. The
seabed negotiations were well on their way to elaborating the “parallel system”
of resource exploitation and the complex qualified majority voting rules giving
industrial states as a group a veto over certain major ISA decisions. Particularly
after the deep seabed mining regime was further rewritten in the 1994 Agreement
on Implementation of Part XI, staunch advocates of the original institutional
design could view the very lack of institutional detail as an opportunity to get
back on track after the unfortunate concessions made for the seabed.62

However, the likelihood of securing acceptance of centralized multilateral
management depends on the extent to which governments are legally, morally, or
politically committed to any particular institutional form by accepting the notion
that celestial bodies are “common heritage” areas. Article 1, paragraph 5 of the
Moon Treaty stipulates only that parties will “undertake to establish an interna-
tional regime, including appropriate procedures, to govern the exploitation of the
natural resources of the moon as such exploitation is about to become imminent.”
The degree of obligation entailed even in that vague formulation depends most
immediately on whether a particular government has formally bound itself, by
ratification or later accession, to fulfill that commitment. Though the Moon
Treaty entered into force in July 1984 when the fifth ratification was received,
only ten governments were parties in 2004,63 and none of them was likely to send
astronauts to explore the Moon, asteroids, or other planets. While two secondary
space powers, France and India, have signed the Treaty without proceeding to
ratification, the superpowers entrenched their opposition by refusing even to sign
the treaty. Refusing to sign means they avoid even the preliminary commitment
“to refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purposes of the treaty” that
applies to signatories which have not yet either ratified or clearly indicated that
they will not ratify a treaty.64

As long as most governments fail to accept the Moon Treaty, anyone claim-
ing that governments are legally obligated to adopt a common heritage regime
has to find another basis for the argument. Some have tried arguing that treating
the resources as common heritage is established by the Outer Space Treaty stip-
ulation in Article I that “The exploration and use of outer space, including the
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Moon and other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interests of all countries, irrespective of their economic or scientific develop-
ment, and shall be the province of all mankind.”65 However, a later portion of
Article I specifying that outer space and celestial bodies “shall be free for explo-
ration and use by all States,” can be interpreted as suggesting that traditional
open access rules apply.66 Arguments for reading common heritage norms into
the Outer Space Treaty may also have been weakened by the clear rejection of
compulsory cooperation and technology transfer in the 1996 Declaration on
International Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for the
Benefit and in the Interests of all States, Taking into Particular Account the
Needs of Developing Countries.67 The potential argument that a controlled
access regime supervised by a global multilateral management agency has
become the customary mode of resource management in the res communis is
hard to sustain in the face of nonapplication to high seas fisheries and the Antarc-
tic.68 Finally, the lack of human activity on celestial bodies means there is no
basis for arguing that nonparties have adopted the Moon Treaty rules in practice.

At present, the prospects of establishing an agency resembling the Interna-
tional Seabed Authority appear slim. Many of the private “space enthusiasts”
talking about resource activity in space are hostile to regulation through an inter-
national agency. Even the international lawyers who favor the Moon Treaty and
the common heritage provisions disagree about how resource activity should be
organized. Some argue that an intergovernmental consortium, akin to Intelsat and
operating on a commercial basis that weights votes and profit distribution by
shareholding, would be more effective than an ISA-style intergovernmental
agency.69

EXPLAINING PREFERENCE FORMATION, PREFERENCE AGGREGATION, AND 
NEGOTIATION OUTCOMES
Because the Moon Treaty negotiations followed so soon after conclusion of the
Outer Space Treaty, governments had no difficulty recognizing many of the ques-
tions to be addressed as elements in the overall reassurance regime for natural
celestial bodies and distant space outlined in that treaty. The mutual interest in
keeping distant space out of cold war competition, shared for somewhat different
reasons by superpowers, emerging space powers, and other states alike, encour-
aged negotiators to continue drawing on the precedents for treating land areas as
joint access zones established in the Antarctic Treaty as they formulated provi-
sions on exploration, jurisdiction over lunar expeditions, station building and
maintenance, and mutual contact among lunar expeditions. The Antarctic Treaty
also provided the template for elaborating rules regarding military activity that
would maintain the nonmilitarization established in the Outer Space Treaty.
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Governments also shared an appreciation of the practical questions
involved and material considerations at stake in defining regimes for resource
exploitation. Resource exploitation on the moon was quickly understood as a
form of mining, even if logistical, atmospheric, and gravitational conditions were
very different on the Moon than on Earth. The concentration of space-relevant
capability made clear to all that a only a few states would have the capacity to
sponsor lunar resource exploitation in the foreseeable future. Governments were
also aware that miners, unlike fishermen on the high seas who pursue and capture
a moving resource, work in a fixed place and need security of tenure over mine
sites as well as access to the resources.

The Antarctic analogies used to justify inclusion of celestial bodies within
the res communis greatly facilitated negotiation of those parts of the Moon Treaty
meant to ensure that exploration did not upset the Outer Space Treaty rules or the
superpower understanding that celestial bodies would not become sites of cold
war competition. As revealed in delegates’ remarks and governments’ written
proposals, writing the Moon Treaty provisions about moon missions, maintaining
lunar stations, providing information, and mutual inspection of activity involved
simple transfer to space of rules already developed for Antarctica. Causal and
normative beliefs, policy solutions, and even something of the spirit of the small
“Antarctic club” of government agencies and scientists long active in the south
polar regions was transferred to the process of writing rules for activity on celes-
tial bodies.

However, negotiations bogged down in stalemate over a question where
the Antarctic analogy provided no guidance: regulation of resource exploitation.
This gap in the Antarctic analogy allowed governments to reach into other source
domains for analogies. Governments of industrial states, which preferred an open
access resource regime, gravitated towards high seas analogies. Governments of
developing states, aspiring to establish a controlled access resource regime man-
aged by a strong UN agency they could control, drew inspiration from contem-
poraneous proposals to establish an International Seabed Authority for the deep
seabed. Argument about which resource regime should be adopted dominated the
Moon Treaty negotiations and drove them to near collapse.

Both sides in the resource regime debate brought similar causal beliefs to
the discussion: that there were valuable resources on celestial bodies and that
those resources would be exploited once extracting them, processing them, and
bringing them or products made from them to Earth became economically feasi-
ble. Their clash was over the normative question of who should make the deci-
sions about when, where, and on what basis resource exploitation should
proceed. Industrial states preferred a traditional open access regime which would
allow them or their nationals to make these decisions. Developing states pre-
ferred a new controlled access regime in which these decisions would be made
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jointly by all states of the world in a forum where a united Group of 77 would
have the predominant say through simple majority decision rules. Both sides
understood the policy means suggested by the competing proposals, and realized
that selection of the normative basis of the regime would settle many of the
choices of means.

The Group of 77’s ability to get resource management questions on the
table despite superpower reluctance to address them was also a product of the sit-
uation definition, the element of institutional pull created by the common expec-
tation that formal agreements establishing general norms and rules for space
activity should be negotiated under UN auspices. Lunar activity posed suffi-
ciently general issues to come within the purview of the UN Outer Space Com-
mittee, and negotiating there had three particularly important implications. First,
most governments were represented by diplomatic generalists accustomed to
thinking in broad policy terms and receptive to engaging in the ideological con-
tentions underway on other issues if a particular space negotiation supplied an
appropriate opportunity.70 With detente moderating superpower competition, the
South-North contention regarding proper institutionalization of international eco-
nomic activity had greater prominence in 1972 than would have been true earlier.
Regulation of resource exploitation both within and outside national domains
was an important part of that contention, and the prior decision classifying natu-
ral celestial bodies as res communis in the Outer Space Treaty encouraged Third
World governments to extend the “common heritage” notions already being
developed for the deep seabed to them as well. Second, the negotiations pro-
ceeded under a consensus rule establishing multiple vetoers, all of whom would
have to be brought around to accepting a text before it could be reported out.
Third, negotiations proceeded under normally implicit but obviously operative
expectations that once formal negotiation of a multilateral agreement began it
would be continued until a text was reported to the General Assembly. This
expectation lay behind rejection of proposals that negotiations be suspended71

and was articulated to explain adoption of the compromise text.72 Even delegates
who did not believe that suspending the negotiations would reduce committee
reputation were ready to clear the Moon Treaty off the agenda so the Outer Space
Committee could deal with other issues.73

Pursuing abstract ideological contention was made easier by the restricted
salience of moon issues in most countries. This meant that most governments
were operating under conditions strongly resembling the “cabinet diplomacy” of
the nineteenth century rather than the “two level” diplomacy of simultaneously
building or maintaining a favorable domestic coalition while bargaining with
other governments characteristic of most late twentieth-century multilateral
treaty making.74 In many countries, the negotiations received attention only
within small political and diplomatic circles. In some others, there were small
groups of space program administrators and scattered space enthusiasts, but for
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many the Moon Treaty was not an immediate concern owing to lack of national
capacity to undertake lunar activity. The transnational community of interna-
tional lawyers interested in outer space law was also concerned about the Moon.
The situation was very different in the United States, where several industrial
interest groups—including the National Association of Manufacturers, the Aero-
space Industries Association, and the National Ocean Industries Association—
and private space enthusiast groups like the L–5 Society75 lobbied hard against
accepting resource management by a global multilateral agency. This coalition
was not a massive social movement or a well-articulated network of like-minded
groups, but it was sufficiently numerous, vociferous, and politically connected to
gain policymakers’ ears during the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations. In
face of this lobbying, which for some of the participants was simply an extension
of their opposition to what was emerging from the seabed negotiations, propo-
nents of the Moon Treaty, including the American Bar Association, adopted the
same two-prong approach they took on the deep-seabed mining issue. While
arguing that nonparticipation in a negotiated agreement would erode U.S. credi-
bility abroad, they also worked to develop a set of interpretations that would
reduce opposition by aligning the emerging Moon Treaty more closely with what
they saw as core U.S. interests.76 Though the U.S. government went into the
Moon Treaty negotiations willing to consider proposals for multilateral resource
management, the opponents prevailed in the policy debate, and succeeded not
only in keeping the Moon Treaty from being submitted to the United States
Senate for consideration, but also in forestalling any thoughts the Carter admin-
istration had of taking the preliminary step of signing the Moon Treaty. The more
emphatic Reagan administration opposition to both the deep seabed and lunar
resource regimes as imposing “global socialism” ensured contined opposition.

Material calculations and normative considerations intertwined during the
resource contention in ways that require careful disentangling before coming to
firm conclusions about their relative impact on preference formation. Govern-
ments’ positions were generally consistent with a utility-maximizing compari-
son of net benefit under an open access resource regime and under a controlled
access resource regime administered by a global intergovernmental agency.
Comparing was not hampered by lack of information about lunar resources;
governments could easily extrapolate from the considerable economic analysis
of deep seabed mining. In East and West alike, governments of the major indus-
trial states knew that their countries possessed plenty of government-owned or
private firm capacity for exploiting remote resources and could benefit from an
open access regime. The governments of many Third World states were aware
that their countries lacked such capacity, so an open access would yield them no
direct benefit. Though it could be argued that all states would benefit from lower
prices no matter how resources entered the market, most Third World govern-
ments placed higher value on opportunities to participate in decision making
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and an exploitation consortium than on lower prices.77 Thus, resource manage-
ment through a global intergovernmental organization appeared to offer more
benefits to smaller or less technologically advanced states. If the agency had a
monopoly on resource exploitation all member states would share in a higher
organization net income. Many would also acquire greater opportunities to have
nationals engaged in resource exploitation if the organization staffed the
exploitation arm according to the normal UN rules defining “equitable geo-
graphical distribution” of appointments as spreading them among nationals of
member states in rough proportion to their region’s share of the agency’s total
membership. If the agency were simply a licensing authority allowing state-
owned or private firms to undertake activity, member states would still have
claim on a net income stream (though this could be smaller since it would be
licensing fees and royalty payments rather than mining profits) and the possibil-
ity of having nationals on the agency staff. Combining a licensing scheme with
requirements for technology transfer would increase the possibility for firms
from smaller states to be involved. 

These material calculations might not follow a neat North-South line. For
the larger and more nearly industrial developing states like Brazil or India, the
difference between the two sorts of resource regime was not as great. These
states might actually benefit more from participating in a traditional open access
regime once their state-owned or private firms acquired capacity for resource
exploitation or got involved in joint ventures with others. This is borne out by
Mark Zacher’s observation that in recent negotiations about resource manage-
ment in common areas many Third World governments have preferred rules that
allow continued individualized deal making over strongly centralized joint man-
agement.78 This preference was manifest in the law of the sea negotiations.
Developing states were prominent leaders of the coastal state coalition that
secured national control not only over 200 mile fishing zones but over a “conti-
nental shelf” covering all seabed within 200 nautical miles of shore and extend-
ing even further if the geological continental margin is wider. The result was a
significant diminution of the seabed “common heritage” as compared to the orig-
inal Maltese proposal.79 Such attitudes may also account for part of the willing-
ness to defer the detailed moon resource negotiations until later. Similarly,
smaller industrial states would gain more from management by global intergov-
ernmental organization unless their state-owned or private firms could find out-
side finance or participate in joint ventures.

Yet normative considerations, in the form of determining the basic princi-
ples for organizing the international economy, also had an impact on prefer-
ences. Open access strategies would work for the larger developing or smaller
industrial states only under a free market international economy in which firms
may raise capital, find partners, and sell their production to buyers willing to
pay the market price regardless of national boundaries. The initial Group of 77
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conception of “common heritage” as an intergovernmental monopoly for
resource exploitation was most attractive to the developing state governments
with the strongest ideological commitments to replacing market-based inter-
national economic rules with government-centered ones. Belief that markets
worked to the systematic disadvantage of developing countries provided
powerful motivation for replacing global market systems among Third World
nationalists, socialists, and Leninists alike. Conversely, establishing an inter-
governmental monopoly was least attractive to the governments of industrial
states most firmly committed to laissez-faire versions of market economy doc-
trines. Yet the Soviet example cautions against drawing a firm link between
interest in open access international resource regimes and attitudes toward
market mechanisms. On both domestic and international ideological grounds,
the Soviets should have been strong supporters of the Group of 77 resource
management proposals. They had gone the farthest of any state in replacing
domestic markets with direct state operation of economic enterprises, and in
developing nonmarket models of cross border trade and financial dealings with
their Eastern European and other allies. However, they were not enthusiastic
about “common heritage” notions in the 1970s because of one enduring feature
of their experience at the UN. Whether faced with the U.S.-led majority of the
early cold war era or the Third World majority of the mid-1960s and later, the
Soviets could count on being outvoted in a global intergovernmental organiza-
tion operating under almost any voting rule other than unanimity.80 Thus, from
a very different ideological vantage point, the Soviets converged with the Amer-
icans on opposing to Third World lunar resource proposals.

The difference between relatively uncontentious negotiations on reassur-
ance issues and stalemate on resource issues reflected the very different constel-
lations of preference regarding exploration, science, military activity, and
resource exploitation existing at the start of negotiations. The general consensus,
already formalized in the Outer Space Treaty, that the Moon and other natural
celestial bodies should be treated as res communis rather than res nullius or state
domain remained firm. The lack of human visits to the Moon after 1972 and the
high cost of sending even robot probes to explore asteroids or other planets
meant that the level of human activity was too low to trigger assertions of
national claims. Thus, the constellation of preferences on the first three questions
formed a harmony, and the Moon Treaty was a vehicle for reaffirming the exist-
ing rules and providing some added reassurance through including some new
obligations regarding provision of information and mutual visitation of stations.
On these issues, the negotiators’ task consisted largely of finding the correct
words to express and facilitate maintenance of the mutually desired situation.
With the Outer Space Treaty for general guidance and Antarctic precedents sug-
gesting how to fill in the details, negotiators had a relatively easy task—as evi-
denced the working group’s ability to develop a widely supported negotiating
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text on these matters in 1972. Only questions of providing information about cur-
rent and ongoing missions sparked any disagreement. All participants agreed in
principle that information should be provided, but the superpowers would not go
beyond certain limits. In this matter, greater capability to pursue lunar activity
allowed the superpowers to have their preferences institutionalized in the treaty.

On resource management, governments did begin with agreement on two
very general points: that resource exploitation was unlikely to begin for several
decades, and that having some rules in place ahead of time would protect the
commons classification from erosion and promote more orderly resource activity.
Deadlock developed rapidly when leading members of the Group of 77
attempted to frame the resource issue as a problem in collaborative management
of a common resource, and proposed a new institutional structure for providing
that management. The superpowers and other industrial states converged on
opposing that institutional structure, though some appeared more open to treating
the resources as common property than others. Left to their own devices, the
superpowers and their respective allies would have set lunar resource questions
aside (as they had initially in Antarctica, and as the 1971 Soviet draft moon treaty
envisioned), or dropped them when stalemate appeared. Instead, they found
themselves enmeshed in negotiations on the issue.

This enmeshment, a product of the institutional context of the Moon Treaty
negotiations, enabled advocates of new international resource management insti-
tutions to lead other governments into negotiations, but not to persuade or induce
them to accept the particular regime they had in mind. Lack of ability to persuade
industrial states became obvious fairly early; East and West alike resisted the
single agency vision. Issue-linkage within the Moon Treaty negotiations was
inhibited by the fact that most other issues were cleared off the agenda fairly
early. This significantly reduced the supply of possible opportunities to trade
concessions. Even the information issue offered no leverage because the Group
of 77 held the demandeur position in both the arguments over extent and timing
of information and the deadlock on resource management. This meant it could
not offer concessions on information in return for concessions on resource man-
agement. The Group of 77 also lacked any way to maintain a resource regime on
its own. Though a few of the larger developing countries—most notably Brazil,
India, and Indonesia—had begun the programs that made them satellite operators
or minor space powers within a decade, it was clear that capacity to undertake
lunar activity or organize exploitation of moon resources would remain concen-
trated in superpower hands in the foreseeable future. Thus, there did not appear
to be any outer space equivalent to India’s ability to qualify as a “pioneer
investor” for deep seabed mining81 and thereby establish a possibility that devel-
oping states could bring the International Seabed Authority into operation even
without industrial state participation.
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Nor could the Group of 77 compensate for lack of direct leverage on Moon
issues by creating issue-linkages with other space issues or by securing Soviet
bloc support. Inability to create wider issue-linkages was partly institutional—
there was no outer space equivalent to the UNCLOS III agreement to treat a large
set of issues in a single treaty—but mainly political—Third World governments
had nothing significant to trade even if wider space issue-linkages could be
made. There was no equivalent to the leverage enjoyed at UNCLOS III owing to
superpower concern about navigation rights in the face of expanded coastal state
jurisdiction. Soviet bloc support was also unavailable. Unlike most discussions
of international economic issues in the UN Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (UNCTAD), the General Assembly’s Second (Economic) Committee, and
other UN economic forms, the Soviets offered no support for Group of 77 posi-
tions regarding Moon resources. Soviet reasons for rejecting common heritage
and management by global multilateral agency differed from Western ones, but
Soviet opposition reduced the pressure on Western states because it meant the
Soviets were not following their normal pattern of bidding for support in cold
war rivalries through verbal advocacy of Third World positions.

Stalemate was papered over not because of any meeting of the minds on
resource issues, but because of general disinclination to abandon a negotiating
process after it had been fully engaged.82 Both governments that strongly
opposed the proposed resource management institutions and governments that
wanted a strong multilateral agency in charge ended up agreeing on a very frag-
mentary compromise text less far from Third World than from superpower first
preferences. The Group of 77 abandoned what was obviously an unsuccessful
effort, though continued agitation for the New International Economic Order or
its New World Information and Communications Order counterpart in the UN
General Assembly, UNESCO, and other UN bodies. A few industrial state gov-
ernments signed the Moon Treaty, a smaller number proceeded to ratification,
and the superpowers secured what had become their preference for no regime by
refusing to sign or ratify the Moon Treaty.

The continuing lack of lunar activity has left the situation as it was in 1979.
The Moon Treaty did attract the nine ratifications necessary to bring it into force
in 1984, which meant that the first review of its provisions should have occurred
in 1994. Reviewing the Moon Treaty was put on the UN General Assembly
agenda for that year, but the Outer Space Committee advised the Assembly to
“take no action,” and it went unmentioned in Assembly debates and resolutions.83

Yet the Moon Treaty does exist, and institutionalizes the possibility of establish-
ing a resource regime later. Some members of the transnational community of
international lawyers specializing in outer space issues worry that leaving the
Moon Treaty in a shadowy existence will weaken the body of outer space law,
but governments do not appear to share that view.
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